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Abstract
Key drivers of change today include rapid advances in computing and networking technologies, continuing growth of the information and knowledge economy and expectation of value-added personalised services. Related effects of environmental forces on the library and information profession include a convergence of interests around electronic delivery, a blurring of boundaries between professional specialisms and the emergence of composite services, combining libraries with other areas. Employment patterns and workplace practices have shifted towards project-based working and cross-functional teams. Vacancy advertisements for library and information workers reveal a wide range of job titles and a broader set of skills than sought historically in the sector. Research on skills needs and development priorities indicates that information professionals require a mix of specialist, generic, personal and contextualised knowledge and skills. Different models of professional competence are needed to help library and information professionals make sense of their position in the networked world, manage their own continuing development and define their unique contribution to their organisations and communities. Drawing on published literature and empirical evidence, this paper discusses the need for new conceptual frameworks and practical tools to enhance the employability of library and information professionals and presents some models developed for this purpose.

Introduction
Advances in information and communications technology (ICT) have transformed the workplace, education and society over the last ten years. Castells argues that the Internet provides both the technological basis and the organisational form - the network - for the ‘Information Age’. Ward outlines how ICT has been the key driver of change for information professionals and has had an accelerator effect on other developments, such as globalisation, intensifying competition, the information ‘explosion’, potential democratisation of information (‘information for all’) and knowledge and information-based differentiation as a source of strategic advantage. Lynch explains that ICT previously enabled automation and innovation in libraries, but has recently brought about transformation with the provision of online content, which includes both ‘born-digital’ material and digital versions of legacy collections.

‘Convergence’ is a key phenomenon of the networked world. Johnson discusses convergence within the information industry which was traditionally divided into content creation (as in publishing and broadcasting), content delivery (as in libraries and bookselling) and content processing (as in typesetting and computing). Boundaries between previously separate sectors are blurring and many organisations are amalgamating previously separate activities, such as libraries, computing and publishing, under the same overall management. This trend is particularly prevalent in higher education in the US, UK and Australia, and...
often extends beyond vertical integration of information-related functions to include horizontal integration with other areas where functions and activities overlap.

‘Interdisciplinarity’ and new multidisciplinary specialisms are influencing the development of the library and information profession. Coleman discusses the need to integrate other disciplines into professional education to prepare graduates for ‘technologically rich workplaces’.8 The Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals (CILIP) notes the emergence of health informatics, which integrates biomedical sciences, computer sciences and health care policy, as a ‘key issue’ for health librarians.9 Similarly, educational informatics has emerged at the intersection of information science, education and computer science, as a research field which is concerned with the relationships between people, information, ICT, learning and professional practice.10 McKnight reports a real-world example of multidisciplinary and multiprofessional convergence in the merger of a library with various educational support functions, including learning technology and academic staff development.11

Against this backdrop of technological and organisational change, the roles and skills of library and information professionals continue to evolve and develop, presenting challenges for both initial and continuing professional education and development. This paper draws selectively on published literature and job advertisements to examine the development of professional roles and identify patterns and trends. It reviews research and opinion on skills needed for the new environment and evaluates examples of competency frameworks against requirements identified. It presents some models of professional roles, competences and specialisms to illuminate the position of the profession and suggests further research to take this work forward.

Developing roles - convergence and divergence

There has been much discussion, reflection and speculation on the evolving roles of library and information professionals over the past decade, especially around the turn of the century, with many authors explicitly referring to new roles in their discourse.12 Some writers focus on the development of roles in specific sectors, notably the health sector in the context of evidence-based medicine;13 others concentrate on one particular role, such as the teaching role of academic librarians.14 Another subset of the literature deals with opportunities for information professionals in related and emerging fields, such as competitive intelligence15 and knowledge management.16

A recurring theme in the literature is the threat of ‘dis-intermediation’ and consequent marginalisation or even extinction of the library or information centre, arising from Internet-related developments and the ‘end-user revolution’. In the academic sector, Bell and Shank identify several developments threatening the library’s traditional position at the centre of information resource provision, including the promotion of courseware systems (also known as learning management systems or virtual learning environments) as the place where students access information resources for courses, and the establishment of institutional repositories as open archives where scholars can access research papers, rather than via the library’s collections and services.17 Other practitioners see a vital role for libraries in contributing to such developments, in collaboration with teachers and researchers.18,19

The literature presents a confused picture of role development, with some sources underlining continuity and others emphasising change. In 2001, a survey of 947 American academic, school and public librarians identified the most significant roles of librarians for the next five years as follows:

- instructing users in the navigation and evaluation of print and digital information,
• directing users to appropriate information resources,
• evaluating and purchasing resources for collection development,
• organising and cataloguing resources,
• creating programmes and services for under-served communities,
• creating new guides and/or navigational tools for electronic resources,
• archiving and digital preservation.20

Apart from the word ‘digital’ in two points, this list suggests that traditional roles associated with collection management and user support still dominate. Other sources reinforce this view. Braun points out that often “new roles are built on old ones”;21 Sharp argues that librarians can adapt established practices, such as selection, cataloguing, classification and instruction, for the networked information world;22 and Kwasik recognises that “technological demands significantly complicate the careers of [serials] librarians”.23

However, some seminal reports have identified important and significant changes in the context of library and information work. A CILIP report on the implications of the knowledge-driven economy points to a broader concept of information management in organisations and blurred boundaries between the work of different professions. It defines ‘information’ as all content used in the context of an organisation, including “content in expertise databases; in learning programmes; in CRM, marketing and financial systems; in research reports and surveys; as well as in external information products and services”. It also sets out some diverse responsibilities associated with information management in this context:

• establishing information strategies, policies, standards, and good practices,
• creating enterprise wide information architecture enabling the integration of all internal and external information,
• managing the information flows within core business processes,
• supporting communities with highly relevant information,
• encouraging creativity through information,
• supporting the supply chain with content rich extranets.

CILIP notes that many professionals now have information-intensive roles and argues that “information management and specialisation is not the exclusive preserve of the information profession”. It sees a continuing need for an information-specialist profession, but as part of an information continuum or extended ‘knowledge and information specialist community’, which includes everyone who is engaged in the process of managing information.24

Similarly, CILIP’s report on the health sector asserts that “the web has made a major impact on the way in which information is stored, retrieved and managed and has irrevocably altered the relationships among the information professional, the user and the content.” It notes that some librarians have accordingly extended and redesigned their services, but others have lacked the organisational or personal capacity to do so, giving examples of contemporary roles and demands:

• Teaching - expansion and development of the role of librarians in user education, including classroom, point-of-need and online delivery,
• Searching - refinement and improvement of capability, particularly to support evidence-based practice,
• Outreach - increased proportion of work outside the library, often in multi-professional and cross-functional teams,
• Knowledge - involvement in managing explicit and tacit knowledge, and in mapping the flow of knowledge and learning in organisations,
• **Technology** - design and delivery of new electronic services, including content management systems, metadata and search functionality.9

Other authors confirm these trends, noting especially that librarians are often doing more complicated, difficult searches, with end-users doing their own basic searches. Some writers identify new or developed roles in *publishing*, including website and intranet management,25 advice, particularly on copyright and intellectual property, which is more complicated in the Internet era;26 and tailored or *value-added* information systems and services.27

Several commentators mention the emergence of new *specialisms* or ‘microspecialties’ in information management - such as information architecture - as opportunities for professional development.28,29 CILIP also argues that information professionals in the health sector need to develop from generalists into specialists, possibly by training alongside other health professionals through placements, sabbaticals or attachments.9

**Recruitment evidence**

The recruitment sections of professional journals provide further evidence of new and evolving roles already available in library and information services. The ‘Positions Open’ pages of *American Libraries* and *College & Research Libraries News* (US) and the ‘Appointments’ pages of *Library + Information Gazette* (UK) reveal a steady stream of jobs with the words ‘electronic’ or ‘digital’ in their titles, including both operational and developmental roles. Common examples include Electronic Resources Librarian and Digital Services Coordinator. There are also higher-level positions (such as Director of Digital Collections and Director for Digital Library Services) and project roles (for example, Digital Library Project Manager and Digital Initiatives Developer), in addition to posts specialising in metadata creation and in numeric and spatial data services, including geographic information systems.

Posts with an educational, instructional, training or learning role also feature prominently, both as add-ons to other roles (for example Reference/Instructional Librarian, Training & Outreach Librarian) and as specialist roles of varying types (for example, Information Literacy Coordinator, Instructional Services Coordinator, Instructional Design Librarian, Instructional/Learning Technologist, Learning Adviser, Learning Support Librarian, Lifelong Learning Manager). The importance of this function is also shown by higher-level specialist roles, such as Head of Library Instruction, Director of Instructional Resources and Director of Educational Programs.

Another trend – more evident in the UK than in the US – is jobs with a focus on Knowledge Management (KM), such as Knowledge Manager, Knowledge Services Specialist, CRM & KM Content Manager, Know-How Administrator, Head of Library & Knowledge Services and Director of Knowledge & Information Services. KM has also given new meaning to old roles, exemplified in the role of Community Librarians attached to ‘communities-of-practice’.

**Trend analysis**

To understand the implications of such role developments, we need to go beyond the areas of development (such as teaching) and look at the nature of those developments. For example, in teaching, there is evidence of a *broadening* in scope, to cover computer skills and study skills, as well as subject-based information skills; an expansion of scale, with the role becoming part of more jobs, taking up more time and in some cases becoming a full-time specialism; and a *deepening* in content or complexity, with a requirement to integrate
information-related instruction with the wider context of an educational curriculum or research project.

There seem to be two forces or tensions at play here, reflecting more general trends. On the one hand, we see a broadening of coverage, evidenced in having to deal with a wider range of media and content (print and digital; published and in-house; data, information and knowledge) and in providing a wide array of information services and user support (for example, advice, guidance, instruction, searching and analysis), often to a diverse clientele. On the other, we see a development in the technical content of the work, requiring higher levels of specialism and in-depth knowledge of the subject field and its business or other context. This pattern confirms research at the University of Bristol on professional roles in general, which pointed to higher levels of work, greater business involvement and more networking within teams.30

Figure 1 is an adaptation of a US model of the ‘cyberinfrastructure’ revolution. It asserts that the information profession is expected to deliver more functionality at higher capacity, in line with the increased technological capability at its disposal.

**Figure 1 Broadening and deepening professional capability**

This suggests a possible divergence in future information career paths, with technical specialists developing, managing and supporting the ‘infostructure’ (information infrastructure) and functional specialists aligning information with business and personal needs and applying information solutions to client problems. Research in the US has already suggested this scenario for Information Systems (IS) professionals.32 One question here is how this work will be divided between information specialists, IS/ICT professionals and other professionals with information-oriented backgrounds, interests and expertise: how will information-intensive work be spread across the ‘information continuum’?

**Expanding skills - specialists and generalists**

There have been several UK government-sponsored studies of skills needs and development priorities for the library and information sector over the past decade. The information services National Training Organisation (isNTO) carried out ‘skills foresight’
exercises in 2000-01 and 2002-03, investigating the views of employers from libraries, archives, records and information/knowledge management organisations. (‘Skills’ here covers the whole set of knowledge, skills and other attributes required for effective performance.) Both reports highlighted the wide range of skills required and ranked management and personal skills as slightly more important than ‘job-related’ (professional/technical) skills. Leadership and ICT competence were priority areas in both studies. Other development needs included customer care; “skills which relate to the social inclusion agenda, such as guidance and counselling, languages, cultural awareness”; managing change and “strategic and practical skills required... to become more outward looking and proactive”.33, 34

The consultancy firm TFPL has carried out three relevant studies, investigating skills requirements for working in the corporate sector and in knowledge management environments (sponsored by the British Library Research and Innovation Centre, the Library and Information Commission and the isNTO). Research in the corporate sector concentrated on requirements for first and second posts and identified four interpersonal ‘soft’ skills (team working, oral and written communication, listening/questioning and time management) as key needs, alongside professional skills in online searching and ‘business focus’ - understanding and maximising the value of information professionals to the business.35

TFPL investigated the skills needed for knowledge management through a broadly-based international study in 1998-99 and through eight sector-specific UK case studies in 2000-01. These studies also identified business and organisational (contextual) understanding as a key requirement for KM roles, together with the personal attributes of ambition and risk-taking, and the professional capacity to shift from a service focus and support-function mindset to being a strategic player and equal partner in the organisation.

The first KM report categorised skills and competencies as ‘core’, ‘survival’ and ‘enabling’, while noting that the allocation of skills to categories might vary for different professions involved.36 The second study confirmed earlier findings and also reinforced the isNTO message that library and information professionals need to become “more outward looking and proactive”. This report also emphasised the need for professionals to blend ‘specialised skills’ with generic (transferable) skills and ‘business critical competencies’. It provided another categorisation of skills into three groups with subdivisions:

- **People skills**
  - personal attributes
  - interpersonal and people management skills

- **Business skills**
  - organisation specific
  - transferable

- **Expertise**
  - information related skills (content)
  - information technology related skills.37

These studies place the specialist skills of professionals in their broader context and stress the need for professionals to develop generic and context-related skills in order to exploit their specialist skills effectively. The reports do not provide much guidance on priorities for developing specialist skills, although computer literacy and technology-related competencies emerge as important and (sometimes) urgent areas.
Librarians as technologists

The need for library and information professionals to gain competence in ICT is a recurring theme in professional literature. According to Fourie, “IT skills are of course non-negotiable”, but this prompts the question, what kind of IT skills? For specialist roles, such as the ‘digital librarian’ envisaged by Hastings and Tennant and Sreenivsulu staff evidently need competencies in markup languages, imaging technologies, optical character recognition, programming, etc., but for other ‘hybrid library’ roles, the technical skills will surely reflect the nature of the particular role and its context. Thus Kwasik found that US serials librarians were increasingly expected to be familiar with metadata standards and markup languages, but for many public librarians the technical requirement may be at a relatively basic level, such as skills in using standard office tools, searching databases and the Internet.

Thorhauge comments on the challenge of upskilling an ageing public library workforce in Denmark. He sees two further requirements beyond just understanding and handling the new technology: ability to handle the changing needs of users, by providing ICT training or consultancy-like services, and ability to handle strategic development, including cultural change. Other authors recognise that technology-related requirements extend beyond technical skills to contextual understanding: Battin specifies as important proficiencies an understanding of the capacities of digital technologies and of the way that different disciplines use them and Johnson suggests that rather than teaching specific systems, professional education should develop transferable skills in students by:

• giving them an understanding of the underlying principles,
• accustoming them to using manuals for self-instruction when introducing new systems,
• demonstrating how systems might be applied in professional practice,
• providing a level of technical understanding, sufficient to discuss systems confidently with vendors and technical experts,
• enabling them to recognise what the technology is capable of doing, sufficient to plan and manage changes in information provision.

Librarians as teachers

As indicated earlier, training/teaching is another key area for competency development. The CILIP report on the health sector identified teaching as the most expanded and changed activity, confirming Scherrer’s findings in the US. Librarians in the education sector have a long tradition of providing user education/bibliographic instruction, but educational and technological changes have broadened this role to embrace information literacy in the digital environment and extended the modes of delivery to include interactive online tutorials, such as the Internet Detective, as well as point-of-need instruction and timetabled classes. According to Braun, the change has been equally profound for many public libraries, who have often moved from doing no training at all to providing both on-the-spot and classroom-based training on a wide range of technology-related topics, including teaching the basics of computing (using a mouse, word processing, etc).

Many practitioners have argued for a step-change in competency for librarians to fulfil teaching roles properly. Barrett calls for a new specialist certificate in school librarianship to cover topics such as pedagogical theory, teaching and learning styles, and the national curriculum. Peacock argues that “the knowledge and skills required to formulate and deliver effective teaching and learning experiences must take an essential, rather than desirable, place in the librarian’s portfolio”. She itemises the range of pedagogical, strategic (interpersonal and organisational) and information-related skills and competencies needed to move from
‘librarians who teach’ to educators and learning facilitators. Bell and Shank use the term ‘blended librarian’ to make the case for an academic librarian who “combines the traditional skill set of librarianship with the information technologist’s hardware/software skills, and the instructional or educational designer’s ability to apply technology appropriately in the teaching-learning process.”

Reframing competence - statements and models

The maintenance of competence through Continuing Professional Development (CPD) is one of the defining characteristics of a professional person and CPD has become even more important in the fast-moving environment of the 21st century. Many professional bodies now operate mandatory or voluntary schemes to validate CPD of their members. CILIP introduced a voluntary revalidation scheme in 2005, which may eventually become mandatory. In this context, professionals need to be more conscious and systematic in managing and appraising their own development, as well as in facilitating the development of the staff they manage.

At the same time, many governments have recognised the contribution of skills development to national competitiveness in a global economy and have identified sets of key skills or competencies, which the education system must develop to prepare students for employment. The focus is now moving beyond skills for employment to the concept of employability, that is “the capability to move self-sufficiently within the labour market to realise potential through sustainable employment”. In the UK, this has led to mandatory Personal Development Planning (PDP) for students in higher education, which the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) defines as “a structured and supported process undertaken by an individual to reflect upon their own learning, performance and/or achievement and to plan for their personal, educational and career development.”

Thus both students and practitioners of library and information science (LIS) need to manage, monitor and reflect on their personal professional development. The development needs of these two groups obviously vary, particularly in terms of the level of skills and depth of knowledge required, but they should be working within a common overarching model of professional competence and, ideally, a competency model that will support them from initial professional education not only to their first professional post and full membership of their professional body, but also through CPD to higher-level posts, revalidation and senior grades of professional membership.

To support CPD effectively, such a model needs to be holistic in scope, representing the full range of skill and competency areas identified in studies of workforce development needs. It also needs to be hospitable in nature, taking account of the fluid qualities of information work and its boundaries with other professions. The next question is whether any existing competency models, frameworks or documents meet these needs or could be adapted to do so? The following sections consider a sample of possible candidates from the UK and US.

UK frameworks

Possible UK candidates include the QAA ‘subject benchmark statement’ for LIS education, the CILIP accreditation instrument for LIS courses and the PDP tool developed by the Learning and Teaching Support Network for Information and Computer Sciences (LTSN-ICS). The QAA statement contains two main sections on subject knowledge, skills and understanding (20 items) and general transferable skills (33 items). It covers the specialist knowledge areas effectively, but there is significant overlap between items here and those in the general section, which gives a confusing picture. Also, the general section needs further
development to cover the full range of management and business competencies required in the workplace.

The CILIP instrument has five main categories, of which four are information-related, with the fifth covering management and transferable skills. The allocation of both information-related and management-related items to categories is somewhat arbitrary. For example, some management competencies (such as strategic planning and marketing) are listed under Information Management and Organisational Context, instead of being in the final section, thus presenting these competencies as specialist information capabilities rather than generic ones.53

The PDP tool is aimed at students, graduates and "professionals within the ILS industry who wish to develop and maintain a Continuing Professional Development (CPD) record". It covers 53 skills under 14 headings, grouped as three skill sets – key skills, personal skills and professional skills. Here again the relationship of items to headings is often questionable: the distinction between ‘key’ and ‘personal’ skills seems artificial; there is overlap between the heading Organisational Management in ‘personal skills’ and the heading Information Service and Organisations Management in ‘professional skills’; and the ‘professional skills’ include a mix of information-related and general management competences, with project management arbitrarily listed under Information Systems, instead of being seen as a generic ability.

This tool provides four ‘statements of competence’ for each skill, intended to correspond respectively with the start, duration and completion of the LIS degree and progression towards chartered membership of CILIP. However, many of the defined levels of competence depict stages of development that do not seem to reflect the real world. Moreover, offering only four levels gives an unduly limited picture of professional competence and reduces the value of the tool for CPD.54 Several models from other domains provide more levels, notably the Skills Framework for the Information Age (SFIA) promoted by the e-skills UK national training organisation, which defines seven levels of responsibility, progressing from basic entry to senior management, and covers both specialist and non-specialist jobs for the IS/ICT field.55

US frameworks

Another approach to articulating professional competence is by the development of formal statements of competencies required for particular professional roles. This practice is long established in the US, notable examples including the Competencies for Librarians Serving Youth (first published in 1981) and the Competencies for Librarians Serving Children in Public Libraries, in addition to the widely-cited SLA Competencies for Information Professionals of the 21st Century. Such documents have a role in facilitating CPD, supporting recruitment and promoting the profession.

The youth and children’s librarianship statements from the American Library Association each list around 60 competencies arranged under seven headings. Although they focus specifically on youth library work, they provide a more coherent view of professional competence than the UK documents examined, with more effective differentiation of specialist and generic competencies, but their discursive style does not enable rapid assimilation of the full spectrum of attributes covered.56,57

The SLA Competencies provide a case study in the evolution of professional thinking about what constitutes and defines the library and information profession, and how best to present its essential and unique attributes. The original version presents specialist information-related and generic management abilities together as Professional Competencies, but the latest edition has a clearer breakdown under four headings: Managing Information
Organizations, Managing Information Resources, Managing Information Services and Applying Information Tools and Technologies. However, two other changes seem less satisfactory: the omission of “specialized subject knowledge appropriate to the business of the organization or client” and the relegation of instruction for service users/education in information literacy from a competency to an example (‘applied scenario’) in the revised version.\textsuperscript{58, 59}

**New models**

This brief review has identified a failure, particularly in UK frameworks, to differentiate between specialist information-related and transferable generic skill sets. US competency documents provide a more coherent view of professional competence, but their layout and length make it hard to gain a quick overview of the field. Figure 2 presents an integrated high-level model of professional competence for the library and information field, which reflects published findings on development needs and draws particularly on the TFPL studies of knowledge management environments.

**Figure 2 Differentiating and contextualising professional competence**

This model aims to show that all professionals need a complex mix of specialist, generic and contextual competencies. The concentric circles show how specialists need to surround and augment their core Professional/Technical competencies with essential business-related and supporting (inter)personal competencies for effective performance. The middle circle deals with the need for ‘business acumen’. It includes both generic transferable Managerial competencies (such as strategic planning and marketing) and context-specific Organisational competencies, related to the particular company, institution or community where the professional works (understanding of its structure, culture, subject field, etc.). The outer circle covers Personal attributes and skills (such as time management) as well as Interpersonal skills (such as team work).
Research cited above suggests that professionals need to develop and promote their understanding of the specific business context in which they work, as well as their generic abilities, to achieve success in evolving and fluid organisational structures. Their professional/technical knowledge base will evolve and expand to reflect both the development of the profession in its environment and the development of individuals in their careers. A key issue here is how to deal with the blurring and overlap of boundaries between different professions (such as librarians and teachers). The Bristol work cited earlier noted that in addition to professional, business and personal skills, professionals are increasingly expected to have cross-functional skills, to enable them not only “to negotiate and communicate with other professionals”, but also “to make decisions outside the immediate confines of their original specialism”.30

One way of representing this would be to insert another circle in the model above between the core and enabling competencies to cover Cross-Functional Capabilities. However, this would make the diagram complicated and may still not capture the complexities of the situation at a sufficiently detailed level to be useful. Figure 3 is an expanded view of the core competence of library and information work, giving an academic library perspective on the blurring of boundaries with other areas.

Figure 3 Evolving and overlapping professional specialisms

This model shows how library and information competencies are increasingly overlapping with competencies in teaching and learning, research and consultancy, information technology and educational development and also indicates emergent boundary-spanning specialisms. Its main aim is to help make sense of the field, but it also has a potential role in identifying professional development needs and partners.

Conclusion

Technological, organisational and educational changes are significantly affecting the library and information profession. There is a mixed picture of role development, with
technology incorporated into existing functions, significantly complicating some jobs and also
generating new specialisms. The integration of information into business activities is blurring
the traditional boundaries between information, IS/ICT and other professionals, including
teachers. Demands to broaden and deepen capacity suggest a divergent model of roles with
technically specialised and business oriented dimensions.

The skill set for the network world includes strategic business and soft personal skills
in addition to specialist information skills. Professional competence is multi-faceted, requiring
generic and context-specific knowledge and understanding related to particular roles. Competence in ICT is a core requirement, but needs to include user knowledge and strategic
awareness as well as practical skills. Staff who teach need practical skills, theoretical
knowledge and contextual awareness to fulfil this role.

Many existing professional competency frameworks fail to differentiate specialist and
generic skill sets and do not articulate the range and nuances of competencies needed. High-
level models can help to identify, develop and promote professional capabilities in a changing
situation. More work is needed to:

- explore the convergence and divergence of roles in information management,
- articulate fully our core competencies in a technologically rich environment,
- investigate and define different levels of information-related competencies for
  information-specialist and other information-intensive activities.
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